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Abstract 
We discuss a variational problem for piecewise-smooth hypersurfaces in the 
(n + l)-dimensional euclidean space. The energy functional is an anisotropic 
energy which is a natural generalization of the area for surfaces. However, 
equilibrium hypersurfaces of this energy are not smooth in general. Locally 
they are solutions of a second order quasilinear PDE, which is elliptic in a part, 
and hyperbolic in the rest. In this article, we study the uniqueness problem 
for closed embedded equilibrium hypersurfaces and give an application to the 
anisotropic mean curvature flow. This article plays a role of an announcement 
of a part of the forthcoming paper [6]. 
1 Introduction 
An anisotropic surface energy was introduced by J. W. Gibbs (1839-1903) in order to 
model the shape of small crystals ([19],[20]), which is defined as follows. Let"/: sn→ 
尉。 bea positive continuous function on the unit sphere sn = {v E町 +11 lvl = 1} 
in the (n + 1)-dimensional Euclidean space町 +1. Let X be a closed piecewise-C2 
hypersurface in町 +1(the definition of piecewise-C2 hypersurface will be given in 
§2). X will be represented as a piecewise-C2 mapping X : M → 町 +1from an n-
dimensional oriented connected compact C00 manifold M into町 +1,and the unit 
normal vector field v along X is defined on M except a set S(X) with measure zero. 
Then, we define the anisotropic energy of X as瓦(X)= JM¥S(X) 1(v) dA, where dA 
*This work was partially supported by JSPS KAKENHI Grant Number JP18H04487. 2010 Math-
ematics Subject Classification:49Q10, 53C45, 53C42, 53C44. Key words and phrases: anisotropic 
mean curvature, anisotropic surface energy, Wulff shape, Cahn-Hoffman vector field, anisotropic 
mean curvature flow. 
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is the n-dimensional volume form of M induced by X. If ry三 1,瓦(X)is the usual 
n-dimensional volume of X. 
It is known that, for any positive number V > 0, among al closed hypersurfaces 
in町 +1enclosing the (n + 1)-dimensional volume V, there exists a unique minimizer 
W(V) of瓦 ([17]). W,(Vo) for the special value Vo := (n + 1)-1 f密 ry(v)dSn is 
called the Wulff shape for ry, and we denote it by W, (the standard definition of the 
Wulff shape will be given in§2). If ry三 1,W, is the unit sphere S匹 All凱 (V)are 
homothetic to W,. W, is convex but is not smooth in general. 
A piecewise-C2 hypersurface X : M→ 町 +1is a critical point of瓦 forvariations 
that preserve the enclosed (n + l)-dimensional volume (we call such a variation a 
volume-preserving variation) if and only if the anisotropic mean curvature A of X 
is constant on M and X satisfies a certain condition about its unit normal v at its 
singular points (the details are given in§3). We call such X a CAMC (constant 
anisotropic mean curvature) hypersurface (Definition 3.2). If ry三 1,the anisotropic 
mean curvature coincides with the mean curvature. 
It is sometimes convenient to consider the homogeneous extension可：町+1→ 恥~o
of ry that is defined by可(rX)= rry(X), ¥IX ES叫 \Ir~0. We say that ry is convex if 
ry 1s a convex function. 
As we mentioned above, the closed energy-minimizer is a homothety of W,. Hence 
it is natural to ask whether any closed CAMC hypersurface a homothety of W, or not. 
The answer to this question is not affirmative even in the case where ry三 1([18], [7], 
[8]). However, it is expected that, if a closed CAMC hypersurface satisfies a "good" 
condition, it is a homothety of W,. This is the main subject of this article, and we 
study the following question. 
Question 1.1. Is any closed embedded CAMC hypersurface a homothety of the Wulff 
shape? 
Here we say X : M→ 町 +1is embedded if X・ 1s an mJect1ve mappmg. It is 
known that, if ry is of C00 and strictly convex (that is equivalent to the equation "A= 
constant" is strictly elliptic), the answer to this question is affirmative, which was 
proved by [1] for ry = l, and by [5] for general ry. 
On the other hand, if ry has less convexity, the Wulff shape and CAMC hypersur-
faces can have "edges" and we have the following "non-uniqueness" result. 
Theorem 1.1 ([6]). There exists a C00 function ry : sn→ 恥。 whichis not convex 
such that there exist closed embedded CAMC hypersurfaces in町 +lfor ry each of which 
is not (any homothety or translation of) the Wulff shape. 
Theorems 1.1 is proved by giving examples (§4). The same examples are applied to 
the anisotropic mean curvature flow. In order to give the presice statement, we recall 
the Cahn-Hoffman mapも： sn→町+1for ry which gives a representation of W,. も
is defined as 
も(v):= D咋 +'Y(v)v=万冗， (1) 
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here D1 isthe gradient of "(on 5n and万isthe gradient in町 +l_W, is a subset 
of the imageも(Sn),and W, =も(Sりholdsif and only if "(is convex (cf. [10]). 
Let Xt: M → 町 +1be a one-parameter family of piecewise-C2 hypersurfaces with 
anisotropic mean curvature At and unit normal Vt. Assume that the Cahn-Hoffman 
field (t =もOVt:M¥S(X)→町+1(which・ 1s an amsotropic generalization of the unit 
normal vector field. see§3) along Xt is defined on M. If Xt satisfies 
ax贋 =Aぷ，
it is called an anisotropic mean curvature flow, which diminishes the anisotropic energy 
if At挙0([6]). By a simple observation, one can show the following. 
Theorem 1.2 ([6]). Let c be a positive constant. Set 
ふ：=y2に二も， t:SC. 
Then Xt is a self-si7!lilar sh囀 ingsolution, that is 
(i) ax直t= At~t, and 
(i) Xt is homothetic toもandit shrinks as t increases. 
By using this result and by giving suitable examples, the following non-uniqueness 
result is proved (§5). 
Theorem 1.3 ([6]). There exists a C00 function 1 : sn→ 瓦。 whichis not convex 
such that there exist closed embedded self-similar shrinking solutions in股n+lfor'Y 
each of which is homeomorphic to sn and is not (any homothety or translation of) the 
Wulff shape. 
In contrast with this result, the round sphere is the only closed embedded self-
similar shrinking solution of the mean curvature flow in配 withgenus zero ([4]). 
We have given non-uniqueness results for non-convex 1. On the other hand, if 1 
is convex, one can expect that the uniqueness holds even if I isnot strictly convex. 
Here we mention this subject briefly. F. Morgan[12] proved that, if 1 : S1→ 恥。 is
continuous and convex, any closed equilibrium rectifiable curve for F, in配 witharea 
constraint is a covering of a homothety of the Wulff shape (see [13] for another proof). 
In higher dimensions, it is expected that the following conjecture can be proved by a 
similar method to that given in [5]. 
Conjecture 1.1. Assume that 1 : S2→ 恥。 isof C2 and convex, then any closed 
embedded CAMC hypersurface is a homothety of the Wulff shape W,. 
This article is organized as follows. In§2 we give the formulation of piecewise-Cr 
hypersurfaces and the definition of the anisotropic energy for them. We also recall the 
definition of the Wulff shape. In§3, we give the definitions of various anisotropic 
curvatures (Definition 3.1). The first variation formula of the anisotropic surface 
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energy (Proposition 3.1) and the Euler-Lagrange equations for our variational problem 
(Proposition 3.2) are given. In§4 we give examples which prove Theorems 1.1 and 
1.3. In§5, we give an outline of the proofs of Theorems 1.2 and 1.3. In§6, we give 
some comments about uniqueness for closed stable CAMC hypersurfaces. 
We should remark that Theorem 1.1, the examples given in§4, and Theorem 6.1 
in this article give generalizations of Theorems 1.1-1.3 announced in [9]. 
2 Preliminaries 
2.1 Definitions of piecewise-Cr immersion and its anisotropic 
energy 
First we recall the definition of a piecewise-Cr weak immersion, (r EN), defined in [10]. 
Let M = u7=1 Mi be an -dimensional oriented compact connected C00 manifold, where 
each Mi is an n-dimensional connected compact submanifold of M with piecewise-C00 
boundary, and Min MJ = 8Mi n 8MJ, (i,j E {1, ・ ・ , k}, i # j). We call a map 
X:M→ 町 +1a piecewise-Cr weak immersion if X satisfies the following conditions 
(Al), (A2), and (A3) for i = 1,・ ・ , k. 
(Al) Xis continuous, and each Xi:= XIM; : Mi→町+lis of er. 
(A2) The restriction XIMf of X to the interior M? of Mi is a C凡immersion.
(A3) The unit normal vector field vi : M? → 聟 alongX贔fcan be extended to 
a cr-1-mapping vi : Mi→ S匹 Herethe orientation of vi is determined so that, if 
(u1, ...'炉） is a local coordinate system in Mi'then {Vi'a I OU 1'. . .'8 I a炉}gives the 
canonical orientation in町 +1.
Now let us fix a nonnegative continuous function'Y : sn→ 恥 0. The anisotropic 
energy of a piecewise-C1 weak immersion X : M→ 町 +1is defined as follows. Denote 
by S(X) the set of al singular points of X, here a singular point of Xis a point in M 
at which X is not an immersion. Let v : M ¥ S(X)→ 炉 bethe unit normal vector 
field along XIM¥S(X)・The anisotropic energy瓦(X)of X is defined as 
k 
瓦(X):= L 1(v)dA :=苫f払 1(vi)dA (2) 
Note that, since then-dimensional Hausdorff measure of X(S(X)) is zero ([10]), each 
improper integral f払 1(叫dAin (2) converges. 
2.2 Wulff shape and convexity of integrands 
Definition 2.1. Assume that Sis a closed hypersurface in町 +1that is the boundary 
of a bounded connected open set n. Denote by百theclosure of n. S is said to be 
convex (resp. strictly conve翌if,for any s~ エ~ight line segment PQ connecting two 
points P and Q in S, PQ c n (resp. PQ c n and PQ n S = { P,Q}) holds. 
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For a continuous function "/ : 3n→ 応 0,the boundary W, of the convex set 
Wb] := nvESn { X E町 +11〈X,v〉こ囁）} iscalled the Wulff shape for "/, where〈,〉
stands for the standard inner product in町 +1.We should remark that origi叫 lyWb]
itself was called the Wulff shape. 
If the homogeneous extension可of"(is convex (that is, 可(X+ Y)::; 可(X)+可(Y),
X,Y E町 +l)and satisfies 7(-X) =可(X),then 7 defines a norm on町 +1,and the 
unit sphere {Y E囮n+llデ(Y)= 1} of the dual normデ(Y)= sup{〈Y,Z〉1可(Z):; 1} 
coincides with W,. 
叫 issmooth and strictly convex if and only if "/ is of C2 and the n x n matrix 
D2"(+ "I• In is positive definite at any point in S叫whereD2"(is the Hessian of "/ on 
sn and In is the identity matrix of size n. Recall that "/ is said to be convex if its 
homogeneous extension可：町+1→恥0is a convex function. "/ is convex if and only 
if D2"(+"(・In is positive semi-definite. 
3 First variation formula, anisotropic curvatures, 
and anisotropic Gauss map 
From now on, we assume that "/ : 炉→ 記。 isof C2. Let X : M = UいMi→町+1
be a piecewise-C2 weak immersion. The Cahn-Hoffman fie~d (i alongふ=XIM, for 
"((or the anisotropic Gauss map of X for "/) is defined asも：= e'Y゜ vi_:Mi→ 町 +1_
The linear map SJ : TpMi→ T砂1igiven by then x n matrix S'Y :=ー 必 iscalled the 
anisotropic shape operatior of Xi. 
Definition 3.1 (anisotropic principal curvatures and anisotropic mean curvature, cf. 
[16], [5]). (i) The eigenvalues of S1 are called the anisotropic principal curvatures of 
X. We denote them by k『,••• ,kJ. 
(i) A:= (1/n)(k! + + kJ)・ • • • 1s called the anisotropic mean curvature of X. 
Remark 3.1. At any regular point of X, it holds that (cf. [1]) 
1 1 
A = --traceM(D21 + 1・1) o dv = --traceM d応）．
n n、
(3) 
Remark 3.2. Let X be a graph X(u心） = (u1墨2,f(u1位）） of a C00 function 
f: D(c配）→ 恥.Then, by using the homogeneous extension可：町+1→記。 of1, 
we have 
A= (1/2) L 7y叩 XjI f 
(-Df,l) 
叫 jl DJ:= (!1,f砂
i,j=l,2 
Hence, the equation "A三 constant"is elliptic or hyperbolic depends on (7叫x3)i,j=l,2・
(-D/,1) 
Proposition 3.1 ([10]). Assume that the map X : Mi。→ 町 +isatisfies (A1), (A2), 
and (A3) in§2 with r = 2,ふ=X, Mi= M。,and vi = v. Let Xe : Mi。→ 町 +1,
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(E E J := [-Eo, Eol}, be a variation of X, that is, Eo > 0 and X。=X. Assume for 
simplicity that Xe is of 000 in E. We also assume that, for each E E J, the anisotropic 







Then the first variation of the anisotropic energy瓦 isgiven as follows. 
d:F,(X』
dE e=O = -Lo nA心dA-f 〈8X,R(p(())〉ds, (4) 
8Mo 
here N is the outward-pointing unit conormal along 8U。,ds is the (n-1)-dimensional 
volume form of 8U。inducedby X, R is the 1r /2-rotation on the (N, v)-plane, and p 
is the projection from町 +1to the (N, v)-plane. 
On the other hand the first variation of the (n + 1)-dimensional volume enclosed 
byふ is8V = JゅdA(cf. [3]). This with (4) the f 1 . 
Mo 
gives oowmg Euler-Lagrange 
equations. 
Proposition 3.2 (Euler-Lagrange equations, Koiso [10]. For n = 2, see B. Palmer 
[15]). A piecewise-02 weak immersion X : M = u7=1 M; → JRn+1 is a critical point of 
the anisotropic energy瓦 forvolume-preserving variations if and only if the following 
(i} and (i} hold. 
(i} The anisotropic mean curvature of X is constant on M ¥ S(X). 
(i}ぷ（（）ーら(()E Tc;M; n Tc;Mj =~ く(8M;n 8Mj) holds at any (E 8M; n 8Mj, 
where a tangent space of a submanifold of賊n+lis naturally identified with a linear 
subspace of町 +1_
Definition 3.2 ([10]). A piecewise-02 weak immersion X : M = u7=1 M; → 町 +1is 
called a hypersurface with constant anisotropic mean curvature (CAMC) if both of (i) 
and (i) in Proposition 3.2 hold. 
Fact 3.1 ([1], [10]). Since~:;1 gives the unit normal vector field v~,, for the Cahn-
Hoffman mapも：炉→ 町 +1,the anisotropic shape operator ofもisS1 = -d(~, o 
侭）＝ーd(id8n)= -In. Hence, the anisotropic principal curvatures ofもare-1, 
and so the anisotropic mean curvature ofもwithrespect to v and that of W, for the 
outward-pointing unit normal is -1 at any regular point. 
4 Examples and proof of Theorem 1.1 
The examples given in this section prove Theorem 1. 1. Detailed explanation is given 
in [6]. 
Define'Y : S1→記。 as




(d) CAMC curve 
?




． ． ． ． ?ー ． ?
??
? 〔?
(e) CAMC curve (f) not CAMC 
Figure 1: (a): Image of the Cahn-Hoffman mapも(Sりfor'Ydefined by (5). (b) -
(e) : The anisotropic curvature for the outward-pointing normal is -1. (f) : For the 
outward-pointing normal, the anisotropic curvature is -1 on the solid arc, while it is 
1 on the d邸 hedarcs. 
Then, by using (1), we derive the following representation of the Cahn-Hoffman map 
も： 31→ 配 for,.
も(cos0, sin0) = ((cos0)(cos6 0 + 6cos4 0sin2 0 -5sin6 0), 
(sin0)(-5cos6 0 + 6cos4 0sin2 0 + sin6 0)). (6) 
The imageも(Sりisshown in Figure la. The Wulff shape W, shown in Figure 1 b 
is its convex subset including the origin (0, 0) in the domain bounded by itself. Also 
Figures le -1f are closed curves which are subsets ofも(Sり.Because of Fact 3.1, 
on the closed curves shown in Figures le -le, the anisotropic (mean) curvature with 
respect to the outward-pointing unit normal is -1, and hence they are CAMC. On 
the other hand, the closed curve shown in Figure 1f is not CAMC, because, for the 
outward-pointing unit normal, the anisotropic curvature is -1 on the solid arc, while 
it is 1 on the dashed arcs. 
We can construct higher dimensional examples by suitable rotations, for example, 
rotation around the vertical axis. Here we give only the case where n = 2. 
Define 11 : S2→ 記。 as
州乃，互玲） = (v『+碕）3 + vt (乃，Vz,乃） E S2. (7) 
The corresponding Cahn-Hoffman map e,1 : S2→ 配 isgiven as follows (Figure 2a). 
も1(v) = ((cos0)(cos60+6cos40sin20-5sin60)(cosp), 
(cos 0) (cos6 0 + 6 cos4 0 sin2 0 -5 sin6 0) (sin p), 
(sin 0) (-5 cos6 0 + 6 cos4 0 sin2 0 + sin6 0)), (8) 
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(v = (cos0cosp,cos0sinp,sin0) ESり.The Wulff shape W,1 is the surface of rev-
olution (Figure 2b) given by rotating W, (Figure 1 b)around the vertical axis. The 
piecewise-C00 closed surfaces shown in Figures 2b -2e are subsets ofら(Sり.They are 
surfaces given by rotating the curves shown in Figures lb, le, le, and lf, respectively. 
From Fact 3.1, we have the following observation. The anisotropic mean curvature of 
the surfaces in Figures 2b -2d for the outward-pointing normal is -1. On the surface 
in Figure 2e, it is -1 on the'outer part', while it is 1 on the'inner part'. Hence, this 
surface is not CAMC. 
(a)む(Sり (b) Wulff shape W,1 (c) CAMC surface 
(d) CAMC surface (e) not CAMC 
Figure 2: (a): The image of the Cahn-Hoffman map~,1 (Sりfor,y1 defined by (7). 
(b): Wulff shape W,1. (c) and (d): Piecewise-C00 closed CAM C surfaces. (e): A 
piecewise-C00 closed non-CAMC surface. 
Let us give another example. We rotate ry around the origin by 1r / 4, and then 
rotate it around the vertical axis. Then, we obtain a new anisotropic energy density 
function ry2 : S2→ 恥。 whichcan be written as 
'Y2(zノ1,Zノ2,玲） = (v『+v芸）3 + 15(v『+v芸）21/芸+15(vf +v芸）vf+vぶ（乃，1/2,玲） E S2. (9) 
The corresponding Cahn-Hoffman map~12 : S2→ 配 isgiven as follows (Figure 3a). 
1 ら(v)= -((cos0)(cos6 0 -9cos4 0sin2 0 + 15cos2 0sin4 0 + 25sin6 0)(cosp), 
4 
(cos0)(cos6 0 -9cos4 0sin2 0 + 15cos2 0sin4 0 + 25sin6 0)(sinp), 
(sin 0) (25 cos6 0 + 15 cos4 0 sin2 0 -9 cos2 0 sin4 0 + sin6 0)), (10) 
(v = (cos0cosp,cos0sinp,sin0) ESり．
By the same way as above, we obtain closed piecewise-C00 CAMC surfaces (Figures 
3c, 3d) for ry2 which are subsets ofむ(Sりandwhich are not any homotheties of the 
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Wulff shape W,2 (Figure 3b). The anisotropic mean curvature of the surfaces in Figures 
3b -3d for the outward-pointing normal is -1. 
??
?
(a)~,2 (Sり (b) Wulff shape W,2 (c) CAMC surface (d) CAMC surface 
Figure 3: (a): The image of the Cahn-Hoffman map~12 : S2→配 for-y2 : S2→ 応o
defined by (9). (b): The Wulff shape W,2. (c) and (d): Piecewise-C00 closed convex 
CAMC surfaces. 
5 Proofs of Theorems 1.2 and 1.3 
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Since the anisotropic mean curvature ofもis-1 (Fact 3.1), 
-1 
ふ= holds. On the other hand, !t=も holds.These two facts prove the 
［如ゴ
desired results. ロ
Proof of Theorem 1.3. Examples given in§4 prove the desired result. ロ
6 Uniqueness for closed stable CAMC hypersur-
faces 
A CAMC hypersurface is said to be stable if the second variation of the energy瓦 for
any volume-preserving variation with compact support is nonnegative. For convex'Y, 
we have the following uniqueness result. 
Theorem 6.1 ([10]). Assume that'Y : sn→ 恥。 isof C2 and convex. Then, the image 
of any closed stable piecewise-C2 CAMC hypersurface for'Y whose r-th anisotropic 
mean curvature for'Y is integrable for r = l,・ ・ , n is a coverng of a homothety of the 
Wulff shape W,. 
Here the r-th anisotropic mean curvatures are defined as follows. Let四 bethe 
elementary symmetric functions of the anisotropic principal curvatures kl,・・・, kJ: 




Set吋：= 1. H7 :=句/n Cr is called the r-th anisotropic mean curvature of X. 
Theorem 6.1 is a generalization of the uniqueness of closed stable CAMC hypersurfaces 
proved in [2] (CMC case), [14] ('Y is of C00 and strictly convex), and [15] (n = 2,'Y is 
of C3, and under some assumptions on the Wulff shape and the considered surfaces). 
It is interesting to study the uniqueness of closed stable CAMC hypersurfaces 
for non-convex'Y・In§4, we observed that the closed piecewise-C00 surfaces shown 
in Figures 3c and 3d were CAMC for 12 and they were convex surfaces. It seems 
meaningful to check whether they are stable or not. 
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